01. This novel is not by me.

02. Can you read (and comprehend) Japanese?

03. The price (價錢 jià qián) of this automobile is 19876.54 American dollars (美金 Měi jīn)
04. I bought three dollars worth of mutton. 909 (61) new 72

05. Aren't they all alike? 801 (62) new 73

06. I took you to be (somebody =) an intruder. "I thought you were somebody!" 857 (66) new 79

07. These three automobiles are equally expensive. 752 (67) new 80
08. Except for papa, we were all scared. 914 (69) new 82

09. She intends (打算) to translate this novel into English. (翻譯成 fān yì chéng = translate into) 010 (70) new 83

10. That old duffer rapidly ran back home. 532 (71) new 84